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ABSTRACT— Today, the application of technology to agriculture has become popular, and there are many 

applications for high-tech agriculture, from IoT systems to monitor the environment to agricultural robots. In 

this paper, the authors share the application of robots and computer vision in monitoring and serving 

production in cow farms. We build a group of moving robots to observe the living environment status of 

livestock, count the amount, divide the feed, and regulate the corresponding mode; this replaces human 

resources limited by time, response and continuous operation 24/7, reducing the burden of observation from 

fixed cameras when hidden corners cannot be observed. For the robot to move in the farm environment, the 

authors propose combining Lidar, a 3D camera, IMU for building digital maps and Utra-WideBand to update 

positioning values. The combination and integration of sensors on different map layers will evaluate the 

positioning efficiency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Robots are applied in many factories; the most popular is AGV to help lift goods. Usually, these robots tend 

to follow a fixed line; this is not suitable for the needs of the farm; the moving routes are flexible, not based 

on the line, but using other technologies such as UWB combined with SLAM; This is the approach of the 

research team. Here are some related studies: 

1. Indoor robot localization by RSSI/IMU sensor fusion [1]: in this paper, the research team 

used RSSI wave intensity combined with IMU to locate the indoor robot; the sensor values were 

included in the set by the research team. Filter EKF/UKF, the resulting error is said to be quite large 

with an error margin of 2-5m. This is not acceptable for the problem of robots moving on the farm. 
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Figure 1 The following positioning results through the UKF set of the group [1] 

 

2. Multi-Modal Recurrent Fusion for Indoor Localization [2]: In this article, the authors use a 

combination of UWB, WIFI, and IMU to locate the robot. The results are put through RNN and LSTM 

to increase the quality of the results, but the results table shows that the error is quite large 0.26m. 

 

 
Figure 2. Location method applied by a group [2] and digital map results 

 

3. Recurrent Neural Networks for Accurate RSSI Indoor Localization in this study, the authors 

only use RSSI and algorithms RNN, LSTM, and GRU,.. to compare the error results, but the 

positioning quality is quite good ~0.75m for wifi RSSI signal. 

 

 
Figure 3. R-CNN model used by the research team [3] in the paper 

 

From the research on the author's team combining UWB, IMU and RCNN (with the update frequency of 5-

10 Hz) to position the robot, here the author combines a 3D camera (frequency 15-30Hz) to build a SLAM 

digital map, which helps to increase the quality of control as well as develop intelligent science later on such 

as counting the number of cattle, identifying features of the barn, thereby improving the quality of positioning. 

 

2. Model Introduction 

https://www.sagepublisher.com/
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2.1 Model Introduction 

 

 
Figure 4. Self-propelled robot model with built-in sensors 

 

The research team's robot model will use UWB DWM1000 with an error of <100mm, in fact, the research 

team uses filters to reduce the error by <30mm. The 3D camera used is the D435i with an integrated IMU. 

This is a pretty good trio combination. In addition to the safety of both robots and humans, we use radar and 

lidar to detect obstacles as well as assist in building digital maps. Below is the block diagram of the devices 

integrated into the robot: 

 

 
Figure 5. Block diagram of robotic devices and features 
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2.2 Augmented Monte Carlo Localization (ACML) 

AMCL is an improvement of the MCL filter used in the Navigation Stack package to locate robots in the 

environment. MCL is a particle filter-based filter. The algorithm of the MCL is similar to that of the particle 

filter [5]: 

 

 
 

The motion model will receive the control command and generate a new state. The measurement model 

calculates the weights for the particle with the ability to measure new states and map environments, such as 

landmarks. 

 

The AMCL filter differs from the MCL in that it adds a random number of particles to the particle set as 

needed. When there is a large error between the particle set and the measured data, the number of particles 

will increase with a small weight value to increase the ability to estimate the robot's position. Conversely, 

when the error is small, the number of two particles will decrease with the increasing weight value to speed 

up the computation. 

 

3. Results and Conclusions 

 

3.1 Positioning results 

Error achieved by each method: 

UWB network has an impressive error of 20mm-100mm, absolute positioning, limited by the transmission 

distance between two nodes (<20m), although in the datasheet 300m, the research team will learn more and 

fix it. 

https://www.sagepublisher.com/
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Figure 6. Measurement data from DWM1000 with fixed distance (error ~10mm) 

 

Digital map Lidar & IMU: error >25mm, depends on the viewing area, affected by the environment. 

 

 
Figure 7. Digital map results created by lidar and Fusion Sensor 

 

• 3D camera has an error greater than 50mm, but this is an indispensable sensor for the research team to 

develop algorithms later. 

 

 
Hình Kết quả bản đồ số dựng bằng Lidar & Fusion sensor 
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Figure 8. Digital map results created by 3D camera & Fusion sensor 

 

4. Conclusion 

In applying UWB for accurate robot positioning results, the limitation of distance will be solved by studying 

the UWB positioning network or combining the flow of digital maps between regions with and without 

positioning waves. This is the author's direction to build a digital map software Hyper map; the layers are each 

mapping result according to different sensors & algorithms. The research team aims to collect data and 

conduct simulations to evaluate the overlapping method to integrate into real farm monitoring applications.  
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